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Abstract— Speed control of three phase induction motor is 

important for industry. For speed control of induction motor 

mainly three control methods are employed namely Scalar 

control, Field oriented control (FOC) and Direct Torque 

control (DTC). Scalar control method is generally not used in 

application, where accurate torque response will be required. 

In this paper Review of advanced control methods of three 

phase Induction motor have done. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past years DC machines were used extensively for 

variable speed applications due to the decoupled control of 

torque and flux that can be achieved by armature and field 

current control respectively. Squirrel cage induction motors 

(SCIM) are more widely used than all the rest of the electric 

motors as they have all the advantages of AC motors and are 

cheaper in cost as compared to Slip Ring Induction motors. 

The dynamic operation of the induction machine drive system 

has an important role on the overall performance of the 

system of which it is a part. Field Oriented Control (FOC) and 

Direct Torque Control (DTC) are very popular speed control 

methods for Three Phase Induction Motor Drives. For the 

Inverter Switching topology Hysteresis Band Pulse Width 

Modulation (HBPWM) technique was employed. The scalar 

controlled induction motor drives give sluggish response due 

to the coupling between the various variables of induction 

motor. By using the concept of vector control, the induction 

motor can be controlled like a separately excited dc motor. 

DTC offers many advantages like absence of coordinate 

transformation and PWM modulator when compared with 

vector control strategy. 

II. SCALAR CONTROL 

Scalar control as the name indicates, the magnitude of the 

control variable is only varied, and it disregards the coupling 

effect in the machine. For example, the voltage of the 

machine can be controlled to Control the flux, and frequency 

can be controlled to control the torque .[1]  

However the flux and torque are also functions of 

frequency and voltage respectively. A scalar controlled drive 

gives somewhat inferior performance, but they are easy to 

implement. Scalar controlled drives have been widely used in 

industry, but the inherent coupling effect (both torque and 

flux are function of voltage or current and frequency) gives 

sluggish response and system is easily prone to instability 

because of higher order (fifth order) system effect. To make 

it clearer, if torque is increased by incrementing the slip (the 

frequency), the flux tends to decrease. It has been noted that 

the flux variation is also sluggish. The decrease in flux is then 

compensated by the sluggish flux control loop feeding in 

additional voltage. The temporary dipping of flux reduces the 

sensitivity of torque with slip and lengthens the response 

time. There are several methods available to control the speed 

of induction motor by scalar control such as stator voltage 

control, supply frequency control, slip power recovery and 

rotor resistance control. The most commonly used speed 

control method in scalar control is closed loop V If control, 

in which both supply voltage and frequency are varied 

keeping V/f ratio constant. However, their importance has 

diminished nowadays because of the superior performance of 

vector or Field oriented control drives. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Closed Loop V/f Control of 

Induction Motor 

III. FIELD ORIENTED CONTROL 

The vector control technique gives a decoupled torque and 

flux control like a separately excited dc motor and gives fast 

torque response. The FOC controls the stator current vector, 

which is represented in a synchronously rotating reference 

frame in order to control the torque and flux {2}  

Depending upon the method of acquisition of flux 

information, the vector control or field oriented control 

method can be termed as: direct or indirect. In the direct 

method the position of the flux to which orientation is desired 

is strictly measured with the help of sensors, or estimated 

from the machine terminal variables such as speed and stator 

current/voltage signals. Direct field orientation method has its 

inherent problem at low speed where the voltage drops due to 

resistances are dominant. The indirect vector control 

eliminates the direct measurement or computation of rotor 

flux from the machine terminal variables, but controls its 

instantaneous flux position by summing the rotor position 

signal with a commanded slip position signal (also known as 

slip frequency control or feed forward control scheme). The 

direction of rotor position need an accurate rotor speed 

information and the commanded slip position is calculated 

from the model of the induction motor, that again involves 

machine parameters which may vary with temperature, 

frequency and magnetic saturation. This current vector 

consists of a torque producing component (iqs*) and flux 

producing component (ids*).[3]  
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A. Block Diagram 

 
Fig. 2: Block Diagram of Field Oriented Control 

The Current component of electromagnetic torque of an 

induction motor is given as [5] 

iqs
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The Current component of Flux of an induction 

motor is given as 

ids
∗ =

Ψr

Lm
     (2) 

 The Slip Speed and Rotor Flux position vector can 

be derived from following equations: 

ωsl=
Lm

Lr
∗

Iqs

(Ψr+0.001)
∗ Rr  (3) 

θe = ∫𝜔𝑒 𝑑𝑡  (4) 

ωe= ωsl+ωe  (5) 

IV. DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL 

Direct Torque Control (DTC) scheme is considered as the 

world’s most advanced AC Drives control technology. This 

is a simple control technique which does not require 

coordinate transformation, PI regulators, and Pulse width 

modulator and position encoders. This technique results in 

direct and independent control of motor torque and flux by 

selecting optimum inverter switching modes. The 

electromagnetic torque and stator flux are calculated from the 

primary motor inputs e.g. stator voltages and currents. The 

optimum voltage vector selection for the inverter is made so 

as to restrict the torque and flux errors within the hysteresis 

bands. The advantages of this control technique are quick 

torque response in transient operation and improvement in the 

steady state efficiency.[3,4] 

The principle of DTC is based on limit cycle control, 

and it makes possible both quick torque response and high 

efficiency operation at the same time. Fig. 3 shows a system 

configuration of the DTC scheme. In this system, the 

instantaneous values of the flux and torque are calculated 

from only the primary variables. They can be controlled 

directly and independently by selecting optimum inverter 

switching modes. The selection is made so as to restrict the 

errors of the flux and torque within the hysteresis bands and 

to obtain the fastest torque response and highest efficiency at 

every instant. It enables both quick torque response in the 

transient operation and reduction of the harmonic losses and 

acoustic noise. Moreover, the implementation of an 

efficiency controller for the improvement of efficiency in the 

steady-state operation is also considered. [7] 

A. Block Diagram 

 
Fig. 3: Block Diagram of DTC 

As shown in Fig. 3 various subsystem of the DTC scheme is 

shown. Flux Hysteresis Comparator (FHC) and Torque 

Hysteresis Comparator (THC) were used to generate 

appropriate Flux Error and Torque Error respectively. FHC is 

a two level hysteresis Comparator and THC is a three level 

Hysteresis comparator. From Estimation of Flux and 

Estimation of torque appropriate sector was selected. From 

output signal from FHC, THC and appropriate sector 

selection optimal switching voltage vector was selected from 

switching table. [6]  

B. Switching Table 

 
Table 1: Switching Table 

Flux and Estimated Torque Sector was selected according to 

following Algorithm: 
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Fig. 4: 

V. CONCLUSION 

Scalar control of Induction motor gives sluggish response to 

the system, Also scalar control cannot work satisfactorily at 

low speed operations, Scalar control has advantage that, 

implementation is easy. The main Drawback of scalar control 

is that, it has inherent coupling effect. Field Oriented Control 

(FOC) gives DC machine like performance by independently 

controlled Flux and Torque.  FOC scheme has lower value of 

THD content in Stator Current. Also FOC has lower value of 

Torque Ripple. FOC scheme has main Disadvantages that, it 

requires Reference frame transformations. Also FOC scheme 

has more Torque settling time. DTC Scheme has very fast 

response of the system. It have more Torque ripples and more 

THD content in the stator current. Torque settling time of 

DTC scheme is less as compared to FOC. In DTC Scheme no 

need for synchronously rotating transformation needed. 
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